Mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) enables label-free, spatially -resolved analysis of molecules in biological samples. MSI coupled with soft ionization techniques provides two-and threedimensional maps of intact molecular ions, which greatly simplifies mass spectra and facilitates identification of molecules extracted from the sample. However, differences in ionization efficiencies of biomolecules and signal suppression during ionization, also referred to as "matrix effects," represent a challenge for quantitative MSI (Q-MSI) experiments. In this review, we summarize the current understanding of matrix effects in MSI and discuss different quantification strategies. We emphasize that using internal standards in Q-MSI is essential for accurate imaging and quantification of molecules in chemically complex samples. The ability to localize, identify, and quantify molecules in tissue sections and cells opens up unique opportunities for molecular-level understanding of biological processes, elucidation of disease mechanisms, understanding drug interactions with living organisms, and controlling synthesis of natural products. These capabilities make Q-MSI a powerful tool for biological research, clinical studies, and drug development.
Introduction to mass spectrometry imaging
Mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) has been extensively used for obtaining spatial distributions of endogenous molecules (e.g., lipids, metabolites, and proteins), as well as drugs and their metabolites in biological samples. When combined with soft ionization techniques, MSI generates two-and three-dimensional maps of intact molecules extracted from specific locations on the sample. In a typical MSI experiment, a mass spectrum containing hundreds of features corresponding to analyte molecules extracted from the sample is obtained in each pixel. Ion images are generated by plotting ion intensities in individual mass spectra as a function of location on the sample. Because signal intensities in mass spectra are affected by several factors, including ionization efficiency of the analyte molecules, analyte concentration, and sample composition, quantification in MSI experiments is challenging. In particular, matrix effects defined as signal suppression during direct ionization of complex mixtures may affect the observed ion images and complicate quantification. Nevertheless, several strategies have been developed for both relative and absolute quantification in MSI. This review summarizes the current status of quantitative MSI (Q-MSI) and discusses future directions in this exciting field. The discussion will focus on several soft ionization techniques, where substantial effort has been dedicated to developing Q-MSI approaches.
By far, matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) is the most broadly used soft ionization technique in MSI experiments. MALDI imaging sources are commercially available and have been coupled to several mass analyzers. Time-of-flight (TOF) analyzers are particularly attractive because of their relatively low cost, good mass accuracy, fast data acquisition, and almost unlimited mass range. Both low-(m/∆m < 5,000) and high-resolution (m/∆m ~ 40,000) TOF instruments have been used in MALDI-MSI experiments. Meanwhile, high-resolution Orbitrap and Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) instruments provide the advantages of excellent mass separation (m/∆m > 60,000) at the expense of acquisition rate. High-resolution mass analysis is important for separating isobaric species commonly observed in MSI of chemically complex biological samples. Meanwhile, high mass accuracy facilitates peaks assignments in mass spectra. MALDI-MSI experiments have been performed both in vacuum and under ambient conditions with a typical spatial resolution of ~100 µm. Although somewhat less sensitive than vacuum MALDI, atmospheric pressure (AP)-MALDI eliminates the need of sample introduction into a vacuum system and is more readily adapted to different mass spectrometers. [1] AP-MALDI with a spatial resolution of better than 5 µm has been used to generate histology-like molecular images of tissue sections. [2] Similarly, AP-MALDI combined with electrospray ionization (MALDESI) has been used for imaging biological samples under ambient conditions. [3] Despite the wide use of MALDI-MSI, the requirement of matrix application prior to analysis, which is undesirable for some applications, has prompted development of ambient ionization techniques. [4] [5] [6] [7] Ambient ionization enables analysis of biological samples without special sample pretreatment, which simplifies sample preparation protocols and eliminates the possible effect of matrix application on the localization of molecules in the sample. [4] [5] [6] [8] [9] [10] [11] A broad range of ambient ionization techniques developed in the past decade can be classified into methods that rely either on liquid extraction or involve more energetic desorption of analytes from the sample using laser or plasma bombardment. [12] In this review, we will limit our discussion to liquid-extractionbased ambient ionization techniques. [13] Desorption electrospray ionization (DESI) is one of the most popular liquid extraction ambient ionization techniques that has been successfully coupled with MSI. In DESI, the sample is bombarded with charged droplets accelerated toward the sample surface via a sheath gas flow. This process generates secondary charged droplets that contain analyte molecules extracted from a specific location on the sample. Subsequent desolvation of the secondary droplets generates ions corresponding to intact molecules present in the sample. Several variants of DESI have been developed to improve this technique's sensitivity to specific classes of analytes and its spatial resolution. The best spatial resolution of 35 µm has been reported in DESI-MSI of mouse brain tissue sections. [14] Another family of ambient ionization techniques relies on direct extraction of molecules into a liquid bridge formed between a specially designed sampling probe and the sample surface. [13] Different configurations of direct liquid extraction probes have been summarized in a recent review and, hence, will not be discussed here. [13] Instead, we will focus on two direct liquid extraction ambient ionization techniques that have been used in Q-MSI experiments. Specifically, we will limit our discussion to liquid extraction surface analysis (LESA) [15] and nanospray desorption electrospray ionization (nano-DESI) [16] mass spectrometry. In LESA, analyte is first extracted into a static small droplet placed on the sample surface and subsequently placed in front of a mass spectrometer for nanoelectrospray ionization. In contrast, in nano-DESI, the analyte is extracted into a flowing solvent delivered to the sample by a primary fused silica capillary and removed through a secondary capillary that transfers the extracted analyte to a mass spectrometer inlet. The two capillaries comprise the nano-DESI probe. The difference in the respective probe designs translates directly into differences in spatial resolution. Specifically, the typical spatial resolution of LESA is ~1 mm [17] , while the best spatial resolution of ~350 μm has been achieved using an electrofocusing LESA probe. [18] In contrast, the typical spatial resolution of nano-DESI MSI is ~100-150 µm [19] [20] [21] [22] , while the best reported value is ~12 µm. [23] Quantification strategies discussed in this review rely on using standards of known concentration. In Q-MSI experiments, one or more standards are either deposited directly onto the sample or delivered to the sample via the extraction solvent. In the following sections, we will provide a detailed summary of these approaches and highlight some of the key applications of Q-MSI in biological research. Q-MSI is a rapidly growing field poised to transform MSI into an analytical technique that will enable accurate measurement of chemical gradients of hundreds of molecules in biological samples.
Matrix effects in MSI
Q-MSI experiments rely on the assumption that signal intensities in mass spectra obtained in individual pixels are proportional to analyte concentrations at each location. We begin by discussing "matrix effects" that may challenge this assumption and affect ion images obtained in MSI experiments. Matrix effects, also referred to as ion suppression effects, occur during ionization of analyte mixtures as a result of molecules competing for charge. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] Matrix effects occur in all ionization techniques and, as such, are not unique to MSI. They also affect ionization in liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LC-MS) experiments. [30] However, due to the nature of MSI, where all molecules from a specific location on the sample surface are ionized simultaneously, matrix effects originating from the sampled microenvironment may be more severe than in LC-MS. Matrix effects typically are studied and compensated for using an internal standard. Different approaches for applying internal standards will be discussed in more detail in the sections herein describing quantification. In the following sections, we will discuss two types of matrix effects that are particularly important in MSI: 1) ionization suppression due to the analyte mixture's molecular composition and 2) variation in ionization efficiency resulting from differences in the alkali metal concentrations in the sample.
Matrix effects due to the molecular composition
During competitive ionization, molecules having a high affinity for charge suppress ionization of molecules with lower affinity for charge. Therefore, the analyte mixture's molecular composition may significantly influence signal intensities obtained for individual compounds. As a result, signal intensities may not accurately reflect the concentration on the analyte molecules in the sample. The presence of matrix effects in MSI has been reported for different ionization techniques and various sample types. [26] [27] [28] The primary conclusion of these reports is that it is possible to compensate for matrix effects during MSI by incorporating a carefully selected internal standard. To compensate for matrix effects, the internal standard must have the same ionization efficiency as the target analyte. For example, Prideaux et al. used the internal standard levofloxacin homogenously sprayed over the tissue section to accurately determine the distribution of the drug moxifloxacin in rabbit lung tissue using MALDI-MSI. [44] The resulting ion image of the internal standard levofloxacin, shown in Figure 1B , displays distinct regions of higher intensity, indicating differences in matrix effects across the lung tissue section. Figure 1C shows the ion image of the administered drug, moxifloxacin, affected by matrix effects. By normalizing the intensity of moxifloxacin to the intensity of the internal standard levofloxacin, an ion image free of matrix effects is generated. This ion image, shown in Figure 1D , provides an accurate representation of the distribution of moxifloxacin in rabbit lung. [44] In another study, the distribution of levofloxacin in lung tissue post administration was found to be similar to the distribution of moxifloxacin. This result was obtained using deuterated levofloxacin as an internal standard added to the MALDI matrix solution. [47] In a related study, Pirman et al. used an internal standard to study organ-specific matrix effects in MALDI-MSI of acetylcarnitine [53] and found that different chemical compositions extracted from various organs had a pronounced impact on the internal standard's observed intensity. [53] Similarly, Rosen et al. examined tissue-specific matrix effects by imaging a thin tissue section of neonatal rat using infrared (IR)-MALDESI. [39] Dong et al. investigated different strategies for introducing internal standards into DESI-MSI experiments. [32] They used glutaric acid as an internal standard to visualize the distribution of structurally similar organic acids in grapevine stem. Figure 2A shows ion images obtained for a stem that was soaked in the internal standard prior to DESI analysis, while ion images shown in Figure 2B were obtained by adding the internal standard to the DESI solvent during analysis. The top and middle rows of both Figures 2A and 2B show ion images of the internal standard and the analytes normalized to the total ion current (TIC) that include matrix effects. The third row shows ion images of the analytes normalized to the internal standard, which compensates for matrix effects. The normalized ion images shown in Figures 2A and 2B differ strikingly, indicating that the approach used for incorporating the internal standard may affect the observed ion distributions. The authors suggest that if validation is not performed, differences in specific physicochemical interactions over the tissue surface may skew the results and cause misinterpretation of the obtained data. [32] Matrix effects also have been investigated using nano-DESI. [33, 36, 42, 54] In these studies, an internal standard is added to the nano-DESI solvent and supplied at a constant rate throughout the imaging experiment. Non-uniform distributions of nicotine-d used as a standard were observed in nano-DESI MSI of rat brain tissue sections, indicating the presence of matrix effects. Prior to normalization to the internal standard, nicotine was localized in the white matter regions, while normalization to the nicotine-d signal revealed a significantly different image free of matrix effects. This image revealed enhanced abundance of nicotine in the cortex and dentate gyrus. [43] In these experiments, two non-natural phosphatidylcholines (PC) were used as internal standards. The native distribution of several PC species was determined by normalizing ion signals observed for these endogenous species to the signal intensity of the appropriate adduct of one of the internal standards. They found that the acyl chain length of individual PC species had an effect on the observed ion suppression. Specifically, lower ion signals were obtained for PC species containing short acyl chains, indicating more substantial suppression of these species in comparison to PC containing longer acyl chains during ionization of a complex chemical mixture extracted from the tissue sample. [54] 
Matrix effects due to cation abundances
Although matrix effects resulting from variations in alkali metal concentrations in biological samples have received less attention, the presence of such ion suppression effects has been discussed in the literature. By nature, the distribution of alkali metal cations in biological tissues may be fairly heterogeneous. Furthermore, tissue cryo-sectioning prior to MSI may introduce additional heterogeneity that originates from the plane through which the cells are sectioned. [55] Crosssectioned cells typically display high amounts of potassium, while intact cells exhibit higher levels of sodium contained in the outer plasma membrane. [55] Because of the relatively high concentration of sodium and potassium in tissue sections, [M+Na] + and [M+K] + ions often dominate mass spectra obtained in MSI experiments. Of note, the preference for protonation, cationization on sodium, and cationization on potassium varies between molecular classes, which determines the relative abundance of different adducts produced during ionization. Naturally occurring variations in cation abundances on the sample surface may influence the observed signal intensities of different adducts in MSI. Recent advancements in MSI instrumentation enable imaging experiments with high spatial resolution approaching subcellular level (greater than 10 microns). [2] Under these conditions, the sample surface's local microenvironment may increase pixel-to-pixel variations in the ion image because of the differences in matrix effects. For example, a spectrum acquired from a larger area (~100 x 100 µm 2 ) is an average of approximately 25 cells, and the plane through which individual cells have been sectioned may not have any substantial impact on the observed signal. However, imaging with higher spatial resolution of about 10 μm enables sampling of individual cells in each pixel. This may result in substantial scan-to-scan variations due to the increased heterogeneity of the chemical composition examined in each scan. Therefore, it is particularly important to account for matrix effects in MSI experiments performed with high spatial resolution.
To minimize the influence of matrix effects resulting from variations in cation abundances in tissue sections, Cerruti et al. added lithium to the uniformly applied matrix solution prior to MALDI-MSI. [56] When lithium concentration greatly exceeds the concentration of other cations in the sample, all molecules are preferentially cationized on lithium. They demonstrated that the exclusive cationization on lithium reduces matrix effects resulting from local variations of cation concentrations in the sample. [56] A second reported strategy to compensate for varying cation concentrations over the sample surface involves desalting tissue sections prior to MALDI-MSI. [57] [58] [59] Desalting is performed by drip-washing the sample in ammonium acetate followed by vacuum drying and matrix application. [57] To eliminate the effect of increased sodium and decreased potassium concentration in the ischemic region on results obtained in MALDI-MSI experiments, Wang et al. used desalted brain tissue sections of ischemic stroke models. [57] Lanekoff et al. developed a strategy that allows compensating for matrix effects in nano-DESI MSI resulting from heterogeneity in cation abundances by adding internal standards to the nano-DESI solvent and normalizing ion signals obtained for endogenous phospholipids to those of the corresponding standard's alkali metal adducts. [42] 
Q-MSI
Compensation for matrix effects is an important prerequisite for Q-MSI experiments that enable simultaneous analysis of the amount and localization of compounds in biological samples, including thin tissue sections. In addition, an accurate determination of analyte desorption efficiency from different locations on the sample is required for converting the observed signal intensity into both relative and absolute amounts of the analyte present in the sample. Both matrix effects and desorption efficiencies are influenced by the physical properties and chemical composition of the sample and must be taken into account in every pixel for each analyte ion. An additional challenge, specific to MALDI-MSI, is to ensure high quality and uniformity of the applied MALDI matrix resulting in formation of small crystals on the sample surface. For the interested reader, specific challenges for MALDI-MSI have been extensively discussed in several recent reviews. [26, 27, 29, 38, 46, 50, [60] [61] [62] [63] LC-MS or LC-MS/MS experiments often are used to validate Q-MSI results. [31, 44, 47, 48, 55, [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] LC-MS/MS is preferentially used in quantitative studies to ensure that isobaric species do not interfere with quantification. For the same reason, MSI uses MS/MS and/or mass spectrometers with high mass resolving power for quantitative analyses. When combining MS/MS-based quantification and an isotopically labeled standard, a wide isolation window, which enables simultaneous detection of fragment ions of both the analyte and standard in the same scan, typically is used. [31, 38, 65] Reyzer et al. quantified drug candidates in brain tissue using LC-MS/MS and compared the results with the intensities acquired using MALDI-MSI. [65] They concluded that the intensities obtained by MALDI-MSI reflected the relative amount of the drug in tissue as determined by LC-MS/MS. However, they proposed that because of the chemical heterogeneity of brain tissue, the intensities obtained from a single thin tissue section may not correlate with results obtained from a homogenate of the whole brain analyzed by LC-MS/MS. [65] To compensate for the chemical heterogeneity of brain tissue, Hankin et al. performed quantitative LC-MS/MS analysis of PC species in selected regions of rat brain tissue extracted using microdissection. [55] The intensities of four abundant PC species acquired using MALDI-MSI then were compared with the results of LC-MS/MS experiments. After the data were normalized to the intensity of the PC 34:1, a reasonable agreement between MALDI-MSI and LC-MS/MS was obtained. [55] Chumbley et al. investigated how different applications of an internal standard impacted the quantitative correlation of MALDI-MSI to LC-MS/MS. The best correlation of Q-MSI and quantitative LC-MS/MS was obtained when matrix application was performed after applying standards onto the tissue section. [31] Several other techniques also have been used for developing and validating Q-MSI. For example, gas chromatography (GC), [50] Raman spectroscopy imaging, [76] surface plasmon resonance imaging, [77] magnetic resonance imaging, [78] positron emission tomography, [79] and autoradiography [80] [81] [82] have been correlated with MSI. The term "Q-MSI" is interchangeably used to describe experiments involving either relative or absolute quantification (described in more detail in the following sections).
Relative quantification with MSI
Relative Q-MSI typically refers to an experiment, where the absolute ion intensity of a compound of interest in each pixel of the ion image is converted into the relative abundance of the compound. This approach facilitates comparison between different samples or regions in the sample. [83] Relative Q-MSI is achieved either by defining compound-specific response factors (discussed in more detail later in this review) [45, 51, 72, 84] or by introducing internal standards [32, 35, 36, 69, 72, 75, 85, 86] to compensate for matrix effects. [60] Both strategies have been applied successfully for relative quantification. Using MALDI-MSI, Stoeckli et al. performed relative quantification by determining response factors for a drug candidate in different organs of a whole body tissue section. [45] Subsequently, organ-specific response factors were used for relative quantification of the drug candidate in different organs after in vivo administration ( Figure 5 ). [45] A second strategy for relative quantification is to normalize the analyte signal intensity to that of deuterated standards. For relative quantification of cocaine and cocaine metabolites in hair strands, Porta et al. used deuterated internal standards sprayed onto the sample prior to MALDI-MSI. [72] The relative concentration of cocaine and its metabolites at different distances from the scalp were determined using the ratio of the ion intensity observed for each compound to the intensity of the respective deuterated standard. [72] Similarly, Schultz et al. reported relative quantification of the drug dasatinib in kidney tissue sections of differently treated animals using MALDI-MSI and a homologous distributed deuterated internal standard. [69] The intensity ratio of the ion signals obtained for dasatinib to the deuterated analog in one region of the tissue section was divided by the intensity ratio of the drug's total signal in the whole tissue section to the total signal of the deuterated analog in the whole tissue section. This approach eliminated differences in matrix effects and desorption efficiencies between different tissue sections, thereby enabling relative quantification. [69] Absolute quantification with MSI Experiments in which signal intensities in individual pixels of the ion image are converted into absolute abundances of specific analyte molecules reported in grams or moles per gram tissue are typically referred to as "absolute Q-MSI." In absolute Q-MSI, quantification is performed using an external calibration curve. [60, 83] The analysis generally is performed by spotting calibration standards at different concentrations onto control tissue sections followed by MSI to generate an external standard calibration curve. The curve subsequently is used to convert the acquired signal intensity into analyte concentration at a particular location. [44, 49, 50, 53, 61, 66, 70, 71, 79, 87, 88] The weight of a single tissue section then is used to extrapolate the obtained concentrations to amount per tissue weight. However, because of the natural chemical heterogeneity of tissue samples, this approach does not necessarily account for matrix effects during MSI. [31] Källbeck et al. investigated how external standard curves, obtained after spotting calibration standards on a lung tissue section, were affected by using different normalization strategies. [49] Figure 6 shows the calibration curves obtained by engaging different normalization approaches evaluated in that study. Improved quantification was obtained using a deuterated internal standard, uniformly deposited onto the tissue section. This improvement was attributed to more efficient compensation for matrix effects originating from the tissue's molecular composition and suggests this was the best strategy for accurate quantification. 
Approaches for Q-MSI
Approaches for Q-MSI involve using one or more internal standards, usually isotopically labeled analogs or unlabeled homologs of the analyte to be quantified. An isotopically labeled internal standard has the same physiochemical properties and ionization efficiency as the analyte and, therefore, experiences the same matrix effects as the extracted analyte molecules. Similarly, homologous compounds have similar ionization efficiency as analytes of interest and are assumed to experience comparable suppression during ionization. Several approaches have been developed for introducing the internal standard into Q-MSI, including offline strategies, where the internal standard intensity is measured separately from the analyte, and online strategies, where the internal standard intensity is measured simultaneously with the analyte.
Offline strategies
Offline strategies can be divided into the following three categories (shown schematically in Figure 7 ): A) applying the internal standard onto a separate tissue section to obtain a calibration curve, B) applying the internal standard onto a separate tissue section to determine response factors, and C) incorporating the internal standard into a homogenized tissue that is solidified and sectioned.
Spotting standard onto separate tissue section
In the approach illustrated in Figure 7A , spots containing different concentrations of a standard are deposited directly onto a tissue section. MSI is used to generate an external calibration curve, which correlate the standard concentration to the detected signal intensity in the complex chemical matrix. Several studies have generated external standard curves of drugs on control tissue using MALDI-MSI then quantified the amount of drug present in tissue after drug administration. [49, 66, 79, 87] In these studies, the drug itself often is used as a standard as it is not present in the control tissue. For example, Hsieh et al. spotted different concentrations of a solution containing two standards, namely the drug clozapine and its metabolite norclozapine, on top of brain tissue to generate external calibration curves for both species using MALDI-MSI. [87] A similar approach was employed for quantifying the amount of tiotropium and imipramine in lung tissues after drug administration [49, 66] and evaluating the average concentration of two drugs in kidney tissue sections following dosing. [79] Despite the approach's success, it is difficult to generate a homogenous distribution of the standard in each spot due to a coffee-ring effect, which results in enhanced abundance of the standard at the edge of the spot. [38, 71, 89] To ensure high quality of the calibration spots in MALDI-MSI, Shroff et al. added fluorescent dye to the internal standard solution and determined the distribution of the standard in each spot using a fluorescence scanner. [90] Other studies have carefully selected the entire area of the spotted standard to get an average response, which helped compensate for the coffee-ring effect. [31] 
Response factors
Instead of generating calibration curves, tissue-specific response factors often are introduced to compensate for varying matrix effects in different parts of the tissue and to facilitate quantification in Q-MSI. [45, 74, 84] To find the organ where the administered drugs localize, the tissue-specific response approach has been applied to whole body sections. In these experiments, internal standards are incorporated into the sample by soaking the tissue section in solution containing the standard prior to MSI. Tissue-specific ionization efficiency factors have been derived from MSI of whole body sections by accounting for the observed signal suppression in different organs. [45] Similarly, Hamm et al. introduced tissue extinction coefficient, or TEC, corresponding to signal intensity loss due to matrix effects in different organs of a whole body rat section. [84] After spraying standard solution on the sample, TEC is calculated using the intensity of the standard obtained on the tissue section divided by the intensity of the standard on the glass slide next to the tissue section. Dependence of TEC on the analyte concentration was examined by varying the standard's concentration. It was found that TEC does not depend on the standard's concentration, indicating that signal suppression is determined only by the composition of the complex mixture extracted from the tissue. To enable quantification, a calibration curve was generated by depositing standards onto the glass slide adjacent to the tissue. The drug concentration then was determined by dividing the average intensity of the drug obtained for each organ by the respective TEC. [84] Response factors also have been used for quantification in DESI-MSI. For example, Vismeh et al. deposited nine spots of loxapine calibration solution onto clozapine-treated rat brain tissue sections. [51] To minimize pixel-to-pixel variations, response factors were calculated using the ratio of clozapine to the standard. Quantification was performed by generating an external calibration curve. [51] Koeniger et al. introduced a different approach and defined a conversion factor to help correlate quantification using MALDI-MSI and LC-MS/MS. [74] In this approach, adjacent liver tissue sections were analyzed using both LC-MS/MS and MALDI-MSI after drug administration at different concentrations. Drug concentrations obtained with LC-MS/MS were used to find a conversion factor between the obtained MALDI-MSI intensity, in total ion counts per tissue sections and drug concentration in the tissue. Figure 8 shows representative quantitative ion images of the drug olanzapine in liver for each administered concentration. [74] Similar to tissue-specific ionization efficiency factors and TEC, the conversion factor is useful for quantifying average amounts of analyte in a tissue volume, such as an organ.
Incorporating internal standard into a homogenized tissue
Several groups have introduced tissue models to limit the amount of animal experiments required to explore the effect of drug dose on its accommodation in tissues. Typically, these models are generated using solidified tissue homogenates containing standards at different concentrations. [67, 73] Groseclose et al. added standards of the drug lapatinib into tissue homogenate that was subsequently frozen into a polymer support mold and cryo-sectioned. [67] Using MALDI-MSI, an external calibration curve was generated by examining tissue models containing different concentrations of the drug. The calibration curve then was applied to estimate lapatinib concentrations in a dosed animal tissue section. [67] Similarly, to generate an external calibration curve, Jadoul et al. added different amounts of deuterated PC to homogenized brain tissue. [73] This curve helped quantify endogenous PC species in a mouse brain tissue section using MALDI-MSI. Although the entire brain was homogenized in that study, the authors proposed that homogenates of particular regions of the brain could be used to better account for region-specific matrix effects when analyzing heterogeneous brain tissues. [73] Takai et al. used the combination of a tissue model and an internal standard deposition onto tissue sections for Q-MSI of a drug candidate in liver. [68] By depositing internal standard onto the model tissue, the study generated a calibration curve displaying the ratio of the analyte to the internal standard against the concentration of the standard. Afterward, MALDI-MSI was used to image thin tissue sections of multiple organs containing a uniformly deposited internal standard. Figures 9a-c show sections of the tissue model containing different concentrations of the drug candidate (9b) and the corresponding deuterated internal standard (9c). Figures 9d-f depict images of dosed kidney and liver containing analyte (9e) and internal standard (9f). [68] 
Online strategies
Online quantification strategies rely on simultaneous detection of the internal standard and the extracted analyte. Several reports have shown that pixel-to-pixel signal variations are minimized by normalizing the analyte signal to that of the internal standard. [33, 35, 36, 42, 49-51, 53, 54, 65, 70, 71, 91-93] Furthermore, normalization to the internal standard signal observed in every pixel helps account for matrix effects occurring in individual ionization events during MSI experiments. Successful online quantification relies on the following assumptions: 1) the internal standard is present at equal concentrations in every spectrum, and 2) there is a close correspondence between the physiochemical properties of the internal standard and the analyte. The latter is achieved by using an isotopically labeled version of the analyte as an internal standard. Several strategies illustrated in Figure 10 have been employed to enable incorporation of internal standard(s) into Q-MSI experiments. These include (in Figure 10) A) coating the internal standard either on top or under the tissue section and B) incorporating internal standards into the extraction solvent.
Coating with internal standard

On top of tissue
A common on-line quantification strategy for MALDI-MSI involves depositing a uniform layer of an internal standard onto the tissue section in a similar manner as spraying the MALDI matrix. The internal standard can either be sprayed onto the tissue prior to spraying the MALDI matrix or incorporated in the MALDI matrix solution. Chumbley et al. evaluated different methods of applying standards for quantification in MALDI-MSI on tissues dosed with rifampicin (RIF). [31] Specifically, they used a robotic spotter to reproducibly apply an array of ~200-µm diameter RIF microspots onto both control tissue sections and tissues dosed with RIF in vitro and in vivo. To ensure adequate averaging over individual microspots, imaging experiments were performed with a lateral resolution of 200 µm. The most accurate results, in comparison with LC-MS/MS, were obtained by depositing the standard on top of the tissue followed by the matrix deposition. MALDI-MSI of control tissues prepared using the same protocol enabled quality control validation of Q-MSI. [31] Similarly, the pesticide chlordecone was quantified in mouse liver post administration by including an isotopically labeled internal standard into the MALDI matrix solution. [50] In a related study, Reyzer et al. included an internal standard into the MALDI matrix. [65] Källback et al. quantified endogenous Substance P by spotting deuterated Substance P onto the cortex of the brain where the signal from endogenous Substance P was below the detection limit. [49] To quantify endogenous proteins in rat brain tissue sections, Clemis et al. sprayed a solution of MALDI matrix containing isotopically labeled peptides and trypsin onto the tissue section, which had been prewashed to remove lipids and metabolites. [92] Peptides produced by tryptic digestion of proteins were detected using MALDI-MSI.
The intensity of the internal standard and endogenous peptide in each scan was used to construct a calibration curve and compensate for matrix effects in individual pixels. [92] Under tissue Q-MSI experiments also have been performed using an internal standard applied uniformly under the tissue section. Then, the internal standard is extracted into the matrix crystals in a similar manner as the analyte within the tissue. Pirman et al. used deuterated acetylcarnitine as an internal standard and applied it under the tissue section to quantify endogenous acetylcarnitine in the sample. [53, 88] A standard addition curve was generated by depositing acetylcarnitine at different concentrations onto the tissue section while accounting for matrix effects by normalizing to the deuterated internal standard. [53] Figure 11 shows the resulting ion images and standard curves for acetylcarnitine. Figure 11A displays the ion image of acetylcarnitine, illustrating both the endogenous and deposited standard at m/z 204. In Figure 11B , the ion images of deuterated acetylcarnitine display matrix effects originating from the chemical heterogeneity of the tissue section. Figure 11C shows the ion image obtained by normalizing the signal of acetylcarnitine to deuterated acetylcarnitine. Normalization to the deuterated standards minimized standard deviations in the calibration curves (shown in Figures 11D and 11E ). 
Int AN is the analyte signal intensity, Int IS is the intensity of the internal standard, W IS is the amount of the internal standard deposited onto the glass slide, MW AN is the analyte's molecular weight, and A is the area of the tissue. [85] Q-MSI using ambient liquid extraction techniques Q-MSI studies using liquid extraction techniques have the ability to incorporate the internal standard directly into the extraction solvent. This approach ensures that the internal standard is present at a constant concentration throughout an imaging experiment. By including a known concentration of deuterated nicotine into the nano-DESI solvent, Lanekoff et al. quantified nicotine in rat brain after administration. [33] This approach used the intensity ratio of nicotine to deuterated nicotine to calculate the amount nicotine detected in each pixel, according to Eq. 2.
I nicotine is the intensity of nicotine, I std is the intensity of the deuterated nicotine used as an internal standard, C std is the concentration of deuterated nicotine, Flowrate std is the solvent flow rate, and IT is the ion accumulation time for each scan in the Orbitrap. [33] In a related study, Lanekoff et al. developed a shotgun-like quantification approach for Q-MSI of all endogenous PC in rat brain tissue section using only two PC standards added to the nano-DESI solvent. The approach used a modified version of Eq. 2 that accounts for carbon factors representing differences in ion suppression stemming from differences in acyl chain length. [43] Carbon factors were determined using two PC standards, one with shorter and another with longer acyl chain lengths. In addition, the extraction efficiency of endogenous PC species from the sample surface was investigated and discovered to be consistent between different regions of the rat brain tissue section. [43] Figure 12A shows quantitative ion images of four different PC species, namely PC 32:0, PC 34:1, PC 36:4, and PC 36:1 with their individual intensity scales in fmoles/pixel. Figure 12C depicts the quantitative data represented by bar graphs from specific regions of interest defined in Figure 12B . In a related study, nano-DESI MSI was used to quantify three small neurotransmitters in a rat brain tissue section simultaneously by incorporating three deuterated internal standards into the nano-DESI solvent. [36] Internal standards also have been incorporated into the extraction solvent for quantitative analysis using LESA. [52, 94] Parson et al. added deuterated chloroquine into LESA solvent and spatially profiled the amount of chloroquine in the kidneys of dosed rats. [52] Figure 13 shows that the highest concentration of chloroquine was found in the renal medulla. By also including deuterated internal standards of chloroquine metabolites in the solvent, the study followed chloroquine metabolism over a 24 h time course. [52, 95] 
Future Directions
Further development and validation of Q-MSI are needed to ensure its accuracy, robust operation, and applicability to a broad range of compounds. By adding several types of standards, it may be possible to obtain quantitative images of a large variety of endogenous species present in the sample. Several aspects affect Q-MSI accuracy, including sample preparation, pixel-to-pixel signal stability, and analyte extraction efficiency. Signal variability in MSI may be detrimental to accurate quantification. A recent interlaboratory study examined the repeatability and constancy of DESI signal intensities obtained for the same reference samples across 20 laboratories. [96] Although repeatability of better than 20 percent was obtained by several groups, imperfections in the source design have been shown to substantially degrade DESI performance. Similar repeatability of ~15-20 percent is commonly achieved in nano-DESI MSI experiments. [23] Shot-to-shot variations in MALDI experiments also may be reduced by improving matrix deposition approaches. For example, higher reproducibility has been obtained when small, evenly distributed matrix crystals are deposited onto the sample surface. [97] Substantial efforts have been dedicated to the optimization of matrix application approaches for MALDI-MSI. [98] For example, sublimation of the matrix on top of tissue followed by sample rehydration has been identified as the best matrix application method for highresolution imaging. [99] However, less efficient extraction of analytes reduces sensitivity and may not be ideal for Q-MSI experiments. Furthermore, possible delocalization of analytes during sample rehydration is a concern.[100] Robotic spraying of matrix solution onto a sample is used by many groups and has been a viable approach for high-resolution imaging. Again, when using this approach, care should be taken to avoid delocalization of analytes. Moreover, signal repeatability in MALDI may be affected by laser ablation efficiency, which is controlled by adjusting the number of laser shots. [101] It is anticipated that further optimization of matrix application approaches also will improve shot-to-shot repeatability of MALDI signals, which will greatly benefit Q-MSI experiments.
Analyte extraction efficiency is another important factor affecting Q-MSI accuracy. As discussed, analyte extraction in MALDI is affected by the matrix application approach and the volume of ablated material controlled by the number of laser shots. It is known that tissue composition also may affect analyte extraction efficiency in MALDI. [98] Similarly, tissue composition could affect the extraction efficiency in DESI and direct liquid extraction ambient ionization approaches. Although similar extraction efficiency has been observed from the white and gray matter in nano-DESI MSI of rat brain tissue sections, [54] these observations cannot be extrapolated to other types of tissues. It follows that additional experiments are necessary to characterize the dependence of extraction efficiency on the tissue composition in Q-MSI experiments.
In summary, Q-MSI is a powerful technique for mapping chemical gradients in complex biological systems. Better understanding of the processes relevant to Q-MSI will assist in developing approaches for robust quantitative analysis of molecules in chemically complex biological samples. Compared to bulk analysis after tissue homogenization, MSI enables quantitative analysis of molecules present in relatively small regions of tissue sections, which may be difficult to detect in tissue homogenates. Q-MSI requires a targeted approach and relies on using carefully selected internal standards to account for tissue-specific matrix effects. The best strategy involves using isotopically labeled internal standards and normalizing the intensity of the analyte to the intensity of the internal standard in the same pixel to account for pixel-specific matrix effects. Shotgun-like quantification of lipids also can be performed using only two standards from the same lipid class. This approach can be readily expanded to other biomolecules and used for simultaneous Q-MSI of multiple analyte classes. Future advancements in the development and validation of robust Q-MSI approaches will establish this technique as a transformational tool for studies in biology, drug discovery, and clinical research. . Calibration curve plots of imipramine standards using different normalization methods. a) Digital photograph of a lung tissue section shown with different amounts of imipramine (blank, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, and 16 pmol in 0.2 μl) applied on a rat lung tissue section. The average diameter of the spots was calculated to 1.51 mm. The correlation coefficients (R 2 ) for the concentration standards were calculated using different normalization methods: b) non-normalization, c) median normalization, d) TIC normalization, e) root mean square (RMS) normalization, and f) labeled normalization. Labeled normalization generated the best fit (R 2 =0.985). The other normalization methods were better suited to non-linear curves, such as logarithmic regression. The correlation coefficients obtained for logarithmic regression were non-normalization, 0.902; median normalization, 0.926; TIC normalization, 0.868; RMS normalization, 0.937; and labeled normalization, 0.899. Reprinted from Kallback, P.; Shariatgorji, M.; Nilsson, A.; Andren, P., Novel mass spectrometry imaging software assisting labeled normalization and quantitation of drugs and neuropeptides directly in tissue sections. Journal of Proteomics 2012, 75, 4941-4951 (Ref [49] ). Copyright (2012) with permission from Elsevier. Figure 7 . Schematic illustration of three strategies for offline Q-MSI using standards. A) Standard is spotted onto a tissue section at several concentrations, and the acquired intensities are used to generate an external calibration curve. B) Standard is sprayed uniformly onto a tissue section and glass slide, and the acquired intensities in one organ are normalized to the intensity of the standard on the glass slide to determine a tissue-specific response factor. C) Tissue is homogenized, and standard is added to the homogenate at several concentrations. The homogenate is solidified and sectioned, and the acquired intensities are used to generate an external calibration curve. 
